THE BIG STOP CAMPAIGN
Help us bring an end to the use of wild animals in Irish circuses
The ISPCA believes that the complex welfare needs of wild animals such as lions, tigers, giraffes
and elephants, cannot be met in the travelling circus environment.
Animals used in travelling circuses are subjected to constant travelling, cramped and
barren accommodation, forced training and regular performance, as well as being
denied the natural space, climate and social opportunities that their species
requires.
At present, the use of any species of animal in circuses in Ireland is legal and
effectively unregulated. The ISPCA firmly believes that the only way to prevent
wild animal suffering in circuses is via the introduction of an outright ban on their
use in the big top.
The Big Stop Campaign is launching in 2016 in response to the serious
welfare concerns associated with the use of wild animals in circuses.
The campaign calls upon the Irish government to implement a complete
ban on the use of wild animals in circuses as soon as possible.

How can this still be legal?
Dozens of countries around the world have already taken the positive step
of banning the use of some or all animals in circuses. These include Bolivia,
Colombia, Greece, Malta and the Netherlands, amongst others, but Ireland is
yet to take action. In Ireland, twelve local authorities have introduced bans on
the use of council land by circuses using some or all animals. But unless a full
ban is introduced which prevents the use of wild animals in circuses altogether,
the businesses continue to tour and the animals continue to live in inadequate
conditions; with high potential for suffering.
A 2014 poll conducted by the ISPCA and the Born Free Foundation found that 88% of the Irish public
agree that the welfare of animals (both wild and domesticated) is an important issue. Meanwhile only 28% of
people thought it was acceptable to use wild animals in circus shows.

What is life like for wild animals in circuses?
In recent years, animals such as elephants, lions, tigers, zebras, giraffes, sea lions, camels and even
crocodiles and snakes have been used in circuses around Ireland. In the wild, these animals would live
in climates, social groups and habitats which are far removed from their lives in a circus.
Elephants, for example, may travel up to 50 miles a day and live in groups made up of many
generations. Females will stay with their mothers for their entire lives. In the circus,
elephants are usually separated from their families and may be kept in small groups,
or even alone. This, combined with the cramped environment and inability to express
the most basic of their natural behaviour, can have a serious and long-term negative
impact on their welfare.
In the wild, lions roam over large territories and hunt strategically, supported by the
other members of their pride. In the circus, they are housed on the back of lorries; in
trailers known as “beast wagons”. The big cats may spend most of their time in these
cramped spaces and this confinement can lead to the development of mental health
problems, including obsessive, repetitive pacing, known as “stereotypic behaviour”.

Zebras and camels, who would naturally roam over huge areas of land in Africa
and Asia are often stabled and tethered in circuses.
Experts from Bristol University, UK, concluded in 2009: “We argue that
there is no evidence to suggest that the natural needs of non-domesticated
animals can be met through the living conditions and husbandry offered by
circuses. Neither natural environment nor much natural behaviour can be
recreated in circuses.” (Iossa, Soulsbury and Harris, 2009)

How you can help?
The ISPCA is calling for a complete ban on the use of wild animals in travelling circuses
in Ireland but we need your help. Please visit www.ispca.ie/the_big_stop_campaign or email
campaigns@ispca.ie .
Got Facebook? “Like” the ISPCA to keep up-to-date on the latest campaign news.
Twitter user? Follow us @ispca1 to ensure you don’t miss out on any campaign
updates.

Donate to the big stop campaign.
Our work for animals is only made possible by the generous support of people
like you. Help us to campaign for wild animals in circuses by making a donation
today. Your donation today will ensure that we can continue to work hard for
the animals that need us the most. www.ispca.ie/donate
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